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• The modern automatic refrigerator is
better because it's welded! Welding insures
smooth, permanent units in which there is
nothing to work loose—no place for germs
to gather—no joints to develop leaks.
Welding has made many good products
better—refrigerators, automobiles, radios,
streamlined locomotives, metal furniture,
and a thousand other things. You, too, may
find it profitable to consider the advan-
tages in both production and sales which
can be gained for your product by joint-
less design-for-welding.
Linde engineers will gladly cooperate
with yob in the design or redesign of your
products for welding. The benefit of their
broad experience is available from
Linde Offices located in principal
cities throughout the country and at
30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
The Linde Air Products Company
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
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Mr. James G. Brown of the class
of '34 has written our lead article
- this month entitled "Centrifugals."
Our paper money, our clothes, and
our food are only a few of the
products that depend upon this
machine which employs centri-
fugal force as a means of separat-
ing liquids from solids.
The last decade has brought a
tremendous growth in radio, and
at the present time there are com-
paratively few families which do
not enjoy the benefits of a radio
set. "The Modern Radio Broadcast
Antenna" by Mr. Karl Spangen-
berg, instructor in electrical en-
gineering, shows that the range of
the most powerful station is great-
ly reduced if the broadcast anten-
na is of poor design.
The February issue of The Rose
Technic contained an article, "The
Early History of Rubber," by Mr.
Marks. In this issue Mr. Marks
presents "Rubber Manufacture," a
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CENTRIFUGALS
WHO is interested in "centri-
Y fugals ?" Why, anyone who is
at all curious about the origin of
the food, clothing, money, auto-
mobiles, and other articles upon
which we daily depend and which
obviously do not fall as manna
from heaven in the form that we
finally receive them. For centrif-
ugals are essential to the produc-
tion of these and countless other
things. Well then, what are cen-
trifugals ?
One who has not seen a centrif-
ugal may have a slightly hazy
idea of what it is. It is simply a
cylindrical rotor, bowl, or "basket,"
mounted upon a spindle so that it
can be rotated within an enclos-
ing shell or case. The dimensions
and designs of the basket, the
method of supporting and driving
the rotating portions, and even the
James G. Brown, ch.e., '34.
materials of construction vary
widely with the particular applica-
tion for which the machine is de-
signed ; so, too, do the speed of
rotation, the hourly output, and
the operating factors.
This brief paper deals only with
that type known as the "bulk
centrifugal". Characterized by
having baskets ranging from
twelve to seventy-two inches in
diameter and operating speeds be-
low twenty-two hundred revolu-
tions per minute, this class ex-
cludes the familiar high-speed
cream separator and its corollaries.
One should like to include the re-
cently developed and quite spec-
tacular ultra-centrifuge, but un-
fortunately space forbids.
Discussion here is further re-
stricted to the batch type of ma-
chine as opposed to the continuous
type, and to the vertical (referring
to axis of spindle and basket)
rather than to the horizontal.
While continuous centrifugals are
successfully used in certain chem-
ical and process industrie3, their
application at present is still quite
narrowly defined and in no way
compares with the intere3ting and
almost countless variety of uses for
bulk machines. And although some
horizontal centrifugals are in oper-
ation, in point of number they are
insignificant, and because of con-
structional details they are thought
by many to be inferior to the ver-
tical type of centrifugal.
Everyone knows, consciously or
otherwise, that rotation imparts a
tendency for an object to move
away from the center of rotation.
This tendency is measured by what
we choose to name centrifugal
1114 h, 1 9 3 6
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force and may be expressed in
terms of pounds force per pound
of rotating material. A simple ex-
pression for the latter is "so many
times gravity," since when we
speak of a pound of anything we
are merely stating the attraction of
gravity upon it.
The classic example of centrif-
ugal force in schoolroom lectures
used to be the phenomenon of keep-
ing water in an open pail in the
inverted position by swinging it
in a circle perpendicular to the
ground. How many of the present
generation understand this anal-
ogy, now that the water faucet has
superseded the pump and well, is
problematical. Perhaps an illustra-
tion more readily comprehensible
is that inevitable tendency to slide
sideways on the seat whenever a
car rounds a curve at high speed.
However that may be, this thing
called centrifugal force can be
summed up mathematically in the
formula :
F, = Mrw2
where F,=centrifugal force in
lbs. per lb.
M =mass of rotating body.
r =radius of rotation, ft.
w =angular velocity, radi-
ans per sec.
or F„=0.000341 WRN2
W being weight in pounds,
R radius in feet, and
N revolutions per minute.
Reduced to this point it is more or
less comprehensible and controll-
able, and is decidedly useful.
With the above fundamental
facts defined, we are free to con-
sider the general and special uses
of centrifugals, a subject which
touches upon countless basic in-
dustries. It is a striking feature of
this equipment that while its
manufacture is one of the most
highly specialized in existence
(practically all centrifugals being
built to special order rather than
for stock), still it is indispensable
in the most widely divergent fields
of activity.
All applications, practically
speaking, may be included under




(3) Dehydrating and drying
(4) Sedimentation and clari-
fying
(5) Impregnating
The first three operations require
a basket with perforated side
sheet, while the last two call for a
solid-wall, or imperforate, basket.
It is fairly obvious that if solid
and liquid are both placed in a
rotating perforate basket, (the
solid particles being too large to
pass through the openings) , the
liquid will be thrown off and a de-
gree of separation will be effected.
This is exactly what happens in
the process of centrifugal drain-
ing, with the slight modification of
a screen lining to retain small
pieces of solid.
One of the earliest applications
of centrifugals and today also one
of the most important is that of
draining. Given solid particles of
such size and uniformity as to per-
mit ready removal of any liquid,
a centrifugal will accomplish the
separation in a fraction of the time
required for gravity draining and
in many cases will do a more thor-
ough job. It has no real rival in
the field.
What are some specific examples
of this process ? Well, the sugar
you had in your morning coffee
and the salt you put on your break-
fast egg both underwent this oper-
ation, to their distinct advantage.
So, too, does much of the sodium
nitrate and ammonium sulphate
used for fertilizer, as well as many
of the synthetic dyes, and, in short,
dozens of chemicals having fairly
large and uniform crystals.
Draining of crystals is almost
invariably carried out in the so-
called "suspended" type of centrif-
ugal. The basket and spindle are
suspended from a universal head
and driven from above. Rubber
buffers in the head permit and con-
trol movement of the rotating spin-
dle and basket. There is no bearing
under the basket, so that the latter
can be equipped with a discharge
opening for the drained solids.
Usually this opening is closed by a
valve during the spinning or drain-
ing operation and opened at the
end of the run. The solid is scraped
through the bottom by hand or by
a mechanical unloader, discharg-
ing into a conveyor, truck, or pit.
A very different application of
centrifugal draining is the removal
of cutting oil or compound from
metal turnings and chips. The
basket for this operation frequent-
ly has sloping sides rather than
straight ones, and a locking cover.
If large curly turnings are to be
drained, the basket wall is perfor-
ated, but if small chips are present
another design is used. This con-
sists of a solid wall or imperforate
basket so constructed that the oil
removed from the metal collects
against the basket wall, climbs the
inclined surface, and escapes a-
round the edges of the basket
cover. Frequently cleansing of the
metal is facilitated by the intro-
duction of steam into the centri-
fugal. The oil and condensate are
separated in a subsequent process,
often by a high speed centrifuge
of the cream separator type.
Practically all of the so-called
"chip-wringers" are of the under-
driven, open top type. Because no
motion is permitted between bas-
ket, spindle, case, and drive, there
would be excessive vibration with
an unbalanced load if no provision
were made to absorb it. Conse-
quently, this type of machine is
usually built with the entire basket,
spindle, case, and drive assembly
suspended as a unit by flexible
hangers from three piers anchored
to a foundation. Any vibration is
transmitted to the entire suspend-
ed mass, the inertia of which ab-
sorbs the motion. The hangers pre-
vent transmission of any motion
to the foundation.
Thus in the one process of drain-
ing, centrifugals aid the food, fer-
tilizer, chemical, and metal work-
ing industries. Could we make a
quick trip via Magic Carpet, we
should see them hard at work near
the plantations of Cuba and
Hawaii, as well as in the spotless
refineries of our great seaports in
great, dusty by-product coke plants
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Battery of Paper Stock Centrifagals
of our industrial centers ; in mam-
moth automobile and equipment
plants in Detroit and Cleveland ;
and in modern, efficient, chemical
plants from Delaware and New
Jersey, through West Virginia and
Michigan, to California.
Passing to centrifugal filtration,
we find that the principle is almost
the same as in drainage, with this
one significant difference. The
liquid which in drainage escapes
readily must in filtration be forced
through the solid and the solid-
retaining medium. Since the liquid
head developed by moderate cen-
trifugal forces in pressing against
the filter medium lining the basket
can not compare with the heads
Photo Courtesy Tolhurst
produced by pumps used in con-
junction with pressure filters, the
centrifugal does not serve in all
filtering problems. Particularly in
processing compressible sludges is
it preferable to use a pressure
filter. But in the filtration of fine
crystalline substances, as for in-
stance sodium picramate, the cen-
trifugal is efficient and, further-
more, offers advantages of easy
discharge plus low labor cost. Sus-
pended type machines, as described
above, are most popular for this
application.
Dehydration and drying, partic-
ularly of cloth in laundries and
textile mills, is another field in
which the centrifugal is preemi-
nent. As in the draining of
crystals, a perforate basket is re-
quired, but no lining screen or
medium is necessary. The wet fab-
ric is simply loaded into the basket
as evenly as possible, and the
machine is brought up to speed.
Much of the liquid held mechan-
ically by the cloth is removed be-
fore the basket has reached its
full speed, and the full-speed spin
is rather short.
In the early days of centrifugal
manufacture, a self-balancing type
of machine was developed which
has given extremely satisfactory
results over a long period of years.
The spindle and basket are sup-
ported at the bottom in a concave
saucer in such a way that any ten-
dency of the basket to run out of
true when unbalanced causes a
compensating shift of the center of
gravity. Excessive motion is pre-
vented by a vacuum fit in the
saucer.
Self-balancing machines are
widely used in textile and laundry-
drying operations. Some have been
in use for thirty or forty years,
day after day, which is remark-
able service for equipment of this
nature. Their only drawback is the
fact that they are over driven,
which means that a spindle pro-
jects through the basket and makes
loading and unloading rather in-
convenient.
Today the trend is toward the
open top, under-driven machine,
essentially like the "chip-wringer"
already mentioned except that it
has the conventional straight wall
perforated basket.
For smaller batches than those
which these massive machines are
built to handle, a smaller open top
machine is also in use. This type
differs from the large one in hav-
ing a flexibly mounted spindle and
basket. Vibration is dampened by
the compression of rubber rings
in the drive assembly. A very good
way to consider this sort of ma-
chine is as an inverted "suspend-
ed", for the principle of mounting
is quite similar.
The importance of centrifugal
dehydrating is very evident, as it
March, 1936
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involves both the making and
maintenance of the clothes we
wear. For these two processes, cen-
trifugals find use in several dif-
ferent industries. The spinning
and weaving of wool, cotton, silk,
and rayon is itself tremendous, em-
bracing thousands of mills
throughout the Atlantic costal
states alone. But not stopping
there, centrifugals have become in-
dispensable in the related fields of
dyeing, bleaching, and tanning.
The laundry business of course is
nation wide and well-recognized,
but going further we find centrif-
ugals also in use in dry cleaning
establishments. And there is that
vast array of institutional laun-
dries, seldom considered by the
average individual, including those
in hotels, schools, prisons, peniten-
tiaries, hospitals, veterans' homes,
and the like.
Turing to the related problems
of sedimentation and clarification.
we encounter a slightly different
principle in centrifugal action.
These processes utilize an imper-
forate basket to hasten the settling
of a solid from suspension, replac-
ing gravity by centrifugal force.
When a mixture is fed to a rotat-
ing imperforate basket, solids
heavier than the liquid tend to de-
posit on the basket wall while the
clarified liquid is allowed to escape.
This is one phase of the general
process of sedimentation. Clarifica-
tion is simply a special case where
the per cent of solid is very low.
The striking advantage of cen-
trifugal sedimentation is that it
makes possible the removal from
suspension of solids otherwise re-
quiring gravity settling. Usually
substances treated in this way are
too finely divided or too compress-
ible to filter, but settling is waste-
ful because of the time required or
because of the space occupied by
settling tanks. Centrifugal sedi-
mentation offers an ideal method
of treating many suspensions
otherwise almost impossible to
handle economically.
Certain rather technical factors
of stability under liquid load,
coupled with desirable construc-
tional details, have dictated the
use of the "suspended type" design
for most sedimentation operations.
This also permits ready discharge
of the accumulated solids when the
basket has become filled. There
are certain operations, however,
for which the self-balancing, or
even the open top, styles are satis-
factory.
It is obviously difficult to gener-
alize on the applications of centrif-
fugal sedimentation in industry
beyond stating that chemical and
With very minor modifications
from the fish-oil type of machine,
hundreds of centrifugals are used
to separate dirt and metal particles
from almost water-thin paper stock
in the manufacture of insulating
and high grade bond papers. This
application is noteworthy both for
its recent introduction and for its
phenomenal expansion to the point
where it is indispensable in meet-
ing competition in the paper field.
It may also be interesting to
learn that every bit of paper form-
ing United States currency is thus
processed. A product of the centrif-
Battery of Suspended Type Centrifugals
process industries profit most
thereby. A few specific examples,
however, may furnish some strik-
ing contrasts.
One use is the treatment of sew-
age sludge--this, incidentally,
bringing the centrifugal manufac-
turer, the sanitary engineer, and
the government all face to face.
In direct contrast, a similar type
of machine serves to remove fish
meal from oil and water in the
manufacture of cod liver oil and
fertilizer. Thus is revealed another
point at which centrifugals touch
the lives of individuals, namely, in
the preparation of pharmaceuti-
cals.
Photo Courtesy Tolhurst
ugal can be said with practical
certainty to find its way to every
individual in the nation.
Within the past year, the clari-
fying type of centrifugal has found
its way into one more all-impor-
tant industry, the dairy business.
This application is novel and signi-
ficant but is not yet in general use.
A moment's consideration will
show that the spinning of a liquid
load in an imperforate basket de-
velops a liquid pressure not only
on the basket wall, but, as stated
in Pascal's law, throughout the en-
tire liquid mass. Now this pressure
can be used under certain condi-
tions to accomplish the impregna.
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tion of objects immersed in the
liquid. The pressures developed are
not of great magnitude but they
are adequate for a number of pro-
cesses. Special centrifugals with
extra-heavy basketh having liquid-
tight covers are used for the pur-
pose.
Three or four other applications
of centrifugals in various indus-
tries, not easily included in the
general discussion above, are suffi-
ciently interesting to mention
briefly before closing. One of these
is t'he use of small open-top cen-
trifugals with perforate basketh
and hinged, easily cleaned cases,
for removing excess spelter after
galvanizing small metal objects.
Another, likewise employed in the
metal industries, is the use of a
similar style of centrifugal
equipped with air heater and blow-
er to dry small metal parts. These
parts, usually wet from a plating
bath or rust-proofing process, are
spun in centrifugals to throw off
surface water, while the hot air
blast facilitates drying by evapora-
tion. Scarcely an automobile, add-
ing machine, or telephone does not
contain parts thus treated. Watch,
lock, and bearing manufacturers
are among the many who have
found this process superior to the
old-fashioned tumbling and saw-
dust methods of drying. An even
more farreaching application is in
the drying of coins in mints
throughout the United States, as
well as in Canada, England, and
India.
Extraction of fruit juice from
pulp is a new field for centrifugals.
Here is an application of drainage
from a cellular material which is
gaining favor among orange juice
and apple cider producers and
which undoubtedly offers possibili-
tie,s.
From the above it should be evi-
dent that from the moment an in-
dividual dresses and eats break-
fast in the morning until he winds
his watch and crawls between the
sheets at night he is in continual
contact with the products of the
centrifugal — food, machinery,
money, paper—without which life
in this day and age is impossible.
Next year the list of products
processed centrifugally will be
longer than the already formidable
list of today. There is constant ex-
pansion, progress, and develop-
ment in the field of centrifugal ap-
plication. Who knows what now
unthought-of process may be com-
monplace tomorrow ? The possi-




Karl Spangenberg, Instructor in Electrical Engineering
ONE of the most rapid and re-markable developments of our
century has been that of radio
broadcasting. Humble indeed is
the modern home that does not
possess a radio set of some sort.
Almost every city in this country
with a population of 100,000 or
more has a small transmitting sta-
tion. Our larger cities usually
boast two or three radio stations.
There is no point in this country
where a car radio cannot pick up
a number of radio stations, all of
which are bringing the American
public the best in the way of en-
tertainment.
This nation wide radio coverage
has resulted from the simultaneous
development of radio receiving
sets of high sensitivity and selec-
tivity, high fidelity loud speakers
with a wide frequency range, su-
per power high fidelity radio trans-
mitting stations, and last, the least
publicized but most vital link in
the broadcast chain, the radio
broadcasting antenna. The trans-
mitting antenna is the coupling
device which connects the radio
transmitter to the space in which
our millons of receiving antennas
are suspended. Without the trans-
mitting antenna the mighty high-
frequency currents and powers
that are set up in the transmitting
stations would never be able to set
up the electro-magnetic waves in
space which energize our receiving
sets. This very vital part of our
broadcasting systems has been the
subject of much study and develop-
ment. Unknown to most of us it
has made rapid strides in the di-
rection of increased efficiency and
effectiveness of operation.
The early broadcast antennas
were of the "T" or "L" type. These
consisted of a number of wires
parallel to each other, connected
together at the ends, suspended in
a plane parallel to the ground, and
fed by a vertical wire connected to
either the middle or end of the
horizontal section. These antennas
were rather imposing looking but
unfortunately were not very effec-
tive radiating structures. It is a
little known fact that the horizon-
tal part of these "T" and "L" type
antennas contributes little to the
strength of the signal radiated.
Actually the vertical feed wire
does most of the radiating. This is
readily seen in the case of the "T"
antenna in which the halves of the
horizontal portion, carrying as
they do equal currents instantane-
ously flowing in opposite direc-
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tions, tend to produce equal and
opposite fields giving only a small
net radiation. The vertical portions
are usually short, being consider-
ably less than a quarter of the
wave length long, which in terms
of a physical length means that
they are usually shorter than 180
feet. Experimentally verified theo-
retical work has shown that ver-
tical radiators less than a quarter
of the wave length corresponding
to the frequency being radiated are
not very effective. In spite of this
demonstrated inferiority most of
the broadcast antennas in use in
this country are still of this older
type.
In 1924 theoretical investiga-
tions by Ballantine and Eckersly
showed that much greater signal
strengths could be obtained if ver-
tical radiators longer than a quar-
ter wave length were used. It was
seven years before these theoretical
results were applied. In 1931
WABC, New York, and WNAC,
Boston, erected radiators of the
type recommended by Ballantine
and Eckersley.
The story of the development of
long vertical radiating antennas is
quite a classic in illustrating the
value of fundamental theoretical
knowledge to members of the engi-
neering profession. Previous to
Ballantine's work, experimental
work had produced no improve-
ment of radio antennas after the
"T" and "L" types had been de-
veloped. It had been found that a
quarter wave • vertical antenna
worked very well, but so few engi-
neers understood its operation that
the majority were not convinced
of its superiority over the other
types. There had been a long
period during which experimental
work far outstripped theory. Such
work, however, presently proceed-
ed more and more slowly while the
theoretical work accelerated by
leaps and bounds. Finally in his
classic paper, "On the Optimum
Transmitting Wave Length for a
Vertical Antenna over a Perfect
Earth," Ballantine showed that an
antenna five-eights of a wave
length long would give a signal
strength along the ground which
was more than 50% greater than
that produced by a quarter wave
length antenna radiating the same
power. When his predictions were
finally put to the test, they were
completely verified and are still the
basis for our most effective mod-
ern radiating antennas.
A word should be said at this
point about those features which
increase the effectiveness of ver-
tical radiating antennas. Every
broadcast antenna is surrounded
listening to his programs regular-
ly. The primary service area can be
increased by increasing the power
of the radio station. There is,
however, a limit to which this can
be done. Every antenna radiates
what are known as sky and ground
waves. The ground wave is com-
prised of that part of the radiated
signal which travels along the
earth's surface radially in all di-
rections from the transmitter. The
sky wave is that part of the radi-
ated signal which travels upward
into space from the antenna. This
WM' Guyed Vertical Radiotor
by a circular area known as its
primary service area. This may be
roughly defined as that area in
which the average receiving set
may receive the programs broad-
cast with sufficient strength and
with sufficient freedom from fad-
ing to render continuous reception
satisfactory. Naturally, every
broadcaster wants to make this
area as large as possible, since his
income as a sales advertiser de-
pends upon the number of people
sky wave is usually reflected back
to earth again from a layer of
ionized gasses known as the Heavi-
side-Kennelly layer. This layer sur-
rounds the earth and varies in
height from 50 to 150 miles, de-
pending upon the time of day. In
the daytime when the layer is low
the upwardly directed waves strike
it and are soon lost because of the
high absorption. At night when the
layer is high and the absorption
low the upwardly directed waves
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are strongly reflected and return
to earth from 40 to 150 miles from
the transmitter. At broadcast fre-
quencies the reflected sky wave
contributes little to radio reception,
and in fact detracts appreciably,
because changes in its intensity, di-
rection, and phase cause it to al-
ternately aid and annul the direct-
ly propagated ground wave, there-
by giving rise to what is known as
fading. Increased power is no help
in the annular area in which fad-
ing occurs. However, the fading
can be reduced, and the primary
area correspondingly increased, if
the percentage of energy radiated
upward from the antenna is re-
duced.
Both a reduction in sky wave
and an increase in the horizontally
radiated energy are achieved by
vertical radiators which are great-
er than a quarter wave length in
height. Ballantine's work shows
that from the standpoint of the
greatest percentage of energy radi-
ated horizontally along the earth a
five-eighths wave length antenna
should be used. When fading effects
are taken into account this must be
reduced to about 0.58 wave lengths.
Most of the recently built high
power transmitting stations have
their power radiated by such an
antenna. Physical limitations often
militate against erecting antennas
this high, and as a result there are
many antennas between 0.25 and
0.58 wave lengths now in existence.
The form which these long
broadcast antennas take depends
upon the height. The first quarter
wave length antennas which were
put up consisted of a single ver-
tical wire hung from the midpoint
of a catenary suspension between
two towers. The more recent quar-
ter wave length antennas consist
of self supporting towers which
are insulated from ground and
which themselves carry the cur-
rents and radiate the high fre-
quency power. These towers are
usually made of a steel framework
of square cross section and taper
from the base to the top. Such self
supporting towers have been built
as high as 300 feet. For heights
greater than 0.5 wave lengths,
guyed vertical radiating towers
are used. There are also steel
towers with square cross sections,
usually having the largest cross
sectional area near the middle of
the tower and tapering off both to
the top and to the bottom where
their weight is supported on a
large insulator. The guy wires are
fastened to the corners at the plane
of greatest cross section. The guyed
vertical tower radiator of radio
station WLW is one of the finest
examples of this type of radiator
in existence.
The improved transmission char-
acteristics of long vertical anten-
nas have made broadcasters de-
cidedly "low angle radiation" con-
scious. Station after station is
planning to change its radiating
system from an old form to one
of the newer tower forms in order
to obtain a greater primary serv-
ice area coverage. We can expect
that all of the new broadcast trans-
mitting antennas will be of either
the self supporting or of the guyed
wire tower type. It may not be
long before our country will be
generously sprinkled with these
towers, symbols of long distance
distortionless reception.
Rubber Manufacture
IN the manufacture of rubber into
I useful articles, America is su-
preme. Rubber manufacture ranks
among the country's leading in-
dustries. The factories of America
produce fully three-quarters of all
the rubber goods manufactured in
the world, the total value of this
yearly output being close to a bil-
lion dollars.
A great home market, coupled
with a spirit of earnest enterprise.
has given American rubber man-
ufacturers a dominent place in the
world. Instead of using the prim-
itive experimental methods that
Charles Goodyear was compelled to
rely on, the modern rubber com-
pany has large laboratories where
trained scientists bring to bear up-
J. Robert Marks, m., '36.
on the problems of the industry all
the research methods of modern
science. Nearly all important dis-
coveries are made in these labor-
atories.
The United States Rubber Com-
pany maintains a dozen huge fac-
tories in the United States and
manufactures rubber goods of
every kind. Of the dozen factories
owned by this company, one is lo-
cated at Indianapolis, Indiana.
From four to five stories high, the
factory covers an area of approx-
imately two square blocks and
under normal conditions employs a
working personnel of 1400 men.
The average worker has a six hour
day, the plant running day and
night. This plant is chiefly con-
cerned with the manufacture of
inner-tubes of all sizes for trucks,
buses, and automobiles, and with
the manufacture of bicycle tires.
The various steps in the manu-
facturing processes of this plant
will be described in some detail.
The raw rubber is of t en
"frozen" in transit, the "freezing"
temperature being 40°F. In this
condition, it is stored in the plant
for future use. As demand re-
quires, the bales of rubber are
placed in steam heated kilns where
they are subjected to a tempera-
ture of 210°F. for a period of
twenty-four hours. At the end of
this time, the rubber has regained
its normal state and is carted to a
pie cutter, where it is cut into
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wedge shaped pieces. The knives
of this cutter are stationary, the
bales being forced against them by
means of a compressor which acts
from below.
From the pie cutter the rubber
is transported by belt to the plas-
ticator, where it undergoes an
operation known as plasticizing.
After it has been forced through
the die of the machine, the rubber
is U shaped in cross section and
is, immediately coated with a talc
mixture to prevent sticking. The
plasticized lengths of rubber are
then suspended from an overhead
chain conveyor and are carried
around the department in order
that they may cool. The tempera-
ture of the rubber immediately
after plasticizing is usually quite
high.
After being removed from the
crude rubber department, the rub-
ber is run through a strainer
which removes all foreign matter,
such as small nails, and wood
splinters. The screens in the
strainer are four in number and
are graduated from a fine to a
coarse size.
After the rubber has left the
strainer, sulphur and vulcanizing
ingredients are added in open
mills. They are thoroughly mixed
by a Banbury mixer.
At this time the rubber is in
rectangular sheet form and is plac-
ed on storage trucks, ready to be
tubed. Samples of the material
undergo rigid tests for quality in
the laboratories. If the tests prove
the rubber to be below standard,
the numbered batch is removed
from stock. If there is no im-
mediate demand for it, the rubber
remains in stock to serve as a re-
serve supply.
The batch of rubber and chem-
icals for which there is an imme-
diate demand is worked up by
subjecting it to the pressure of
two steel cylinders having radii of
two feet. Water is continually cir-
culating through these cylinders
in order to cool the material pass-
ing through them. The rubber
snaps, snarls, and shrieks as
though it resented the application
of such high pressure. It emerges
in sheet form and is automatically
cut into. belts of several inches in
width. This width is sometimes
varied according to the size of
tube to be manufactured, and since
there are fourteen mills in the de-
partment, different widths may be
cut simultaneously.
The rubber belts form a connect-
ing link between the first and
second floors, where a machine,
the tuber, gives the belts the form
of a long continuous tube. As each
belt progresses through the tuber,
it goes through a spider, an ad-
justable cone which determines the
thickness of the tube. The applica-
tion of soapstone prevents the
walls of the tube from sticking to-
gether when the tube collapses.
The tube leaves the tuber on a belt
conveyor at a relatively high tem-
perature.
The size and brand of the tube
is automatically stamped on it at
,4111/04/01/ tiff /fiff 
/ / .// 
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regular intervals and the tube
length is marked. Following these
operations, the continuous tube is
cooled by means of a water bath.
A pliofilm strip is sealed on the
tube where the valve base is later
to be placed, and soapstone is
sprayed on both sides of the tube,
after which it is cut to length. A
blower removes the excess soap-
stone from the interior of the tube
lengths, and they are placed on
stock trays, with the exception of
a certain percentage of them
which are allowed to continue
along the production line.
As the tubes continue along
their way they are checked for
length, weight, width, and thick-
ness, or gauge number. Up to this
time they have consisted of raw
rubber, and in case of error could
again be run through the series of
preceding processes, with no other
loss than the labor entailed.
Providing the material has con-
formed with requirements, the
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pliofilm strips are removed and
the valves are set in place. No
cement is necessary, as the valve
bases and tube surfaces adhere
firmly. Metal valves are used for
truck tubes for automobile tubes,
rubber valves are used. The plio-
film strips keep the desired sec-
tions of the tubes free from soap-
stone, insuring perfect adherence
of the rubber.
The valves are hot punched, so
that no obstructions remain in
them. Trip hammers force the
valves even more solidly into place,
thereby eliminating any possibility
of air holes. If such air holes re-
main, they cause the occurrence of
blisters when the tubes are cured.
In the molding department of
the second floor there are five
units of molds, thirty-seven molds
to the unit, and a corresponding
number of forming drums. During
normal production, two men take
care of each unit. While one man
makes the rounds of the unit, in-
flating the tubes in the forming
drums, the second follows, remov-
ing them from the drums and plac-
ing them in the steam heated
molds. The air is held within the
tubes by means of golf tees. The
molds are kept at a constant tem-
perature of 310°F., and are auto-
matically timed. Most tubes are
cured five minutes, at the end of
which time the molds open for the
removal of the tubes to the over-
head chain conveyers.
The circulation of air around
the tubes causes their temperature
to fall to normal as they are car-
ried along by the overhead con-
veyer to the finishing department.
In the finishing department the
overhead conveyers from t h e
second and third floors converge,
and the tubes are automatically
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tripped, falling to a wide belt be-
low. There the valve cores are
screwed into place, and the tubes
are inflated and thrown onto a
moving belt.
As the tubes pass down the line,
certain ones of them must be bal-
anced. Those to be balanced are
taken from the belt and placed on
a tire rim, one after another. This
rim is supported by a steel stand
and is permitted to rotate freely
until the heaviest, that is, lowest
section of the tube has been locat-
ed. The rim is rotated upward to
the left through ninety degrees
and fixed in place. A graduated
dial and moving needle, located
immediately above the rim, in-
dicates the weight of the tube as
being in class A, B, C, D, etc. The
corresponding letter is then stam-
ped on the tube, after which the
tube is removed from the rim and
again placed on the belt.
After the tubes have been bal-
anced they are dropped from the
end of the moving belt and carried
through a long water bath. If any
"leakers" are found, they are in-
spected and are discarded if the
material of which they are made is
faulty.
When the tubes emerge from the
water bath they are thoroughly in-
spected, sorted, deflated, a n d
suspended from overhead con-
veyers, later to be arranged on
stock racks. A certain percentage
of the tubes are permitted to con-
tinue along the belt to the end of
the line, where they are folded
and packed. At this point, ten per-
cent of the output is again weigh-
ed to serve as a further check.
The third floor of the west wing
of the United States Rubber Plant
is devoted to various manufactur-
ing processes.
On the fourth and fifth floors,
cartons are printed, stock is stored,
and miscellaneous work is done,
such as the packing of special
tubes. Stock, which is placed on a
spiral conveyer at any one of the
upper floors, soon arrives at the
ground floor, where it is loaded
into trucks or box cars.
In the manufacture of rubber
valves the stems are rolled by hand
from stock of different thick-
nesses. The valve bases are auto-
matically punched in the stock to
be used and must be pressed out
by hand. Bases and stems are as-
sembled on boards over vertical
nails, later to be removed from the
boards and placed in the molds, of
which there are sixteen. The molds
are maintained at a high temper-
ature and are timed to open auto-
matically when the rubber is
thoroughly cured.
On the ground floor of the east
wing of the plant, the materials to
be used in the sundry department
are prepared. Of the machinery in
the entire plant, the most massive,
consisting of several mills and
three large calenders, is found on
this floor. These calenders are of
three large cylinders each. As a
fabric is passed between these
horizontal steam heated cylinders,
it is coated with rubber. An in-
termediate drum, over which the
fabric is passed, is filled with run-
ning water, serving to keep it cool.
With the ever increasing demand
for rubber as applied to industrial
processes, the rubber industry is
becoming more elastic. It is for
this reason that this article has
been presented to the Technic
readers in order that they may
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St. Pat's
Every Rose student should be
planning to attend the St. Pat's
Dance. There is surely no ex-
cuse for not having one-hundred
per cent attendance of the student
body at this dance. Our alumni re-
turn in great numbers for this
dance, and our engineering spirit
must not wane in commemorating
St. Patrick.
Using Our Time
There is more than a half year of
school lying ahead of us. What we
have done last semester or what
we have accomplished during the
time before that will have no bear-
ing upon our work during this new
semester.
Have you heard the remark,
"Just think, the semester is half
gone ; it doesn't seem possible?"
The feeling accompanying the
above expression is tinged with the
regret of loss, but paradoxical as it
may be, the loss is a gain. This
very seeming impossibility be-
speaks time well spent. How can
well spent time be a loss ?
Why not revamp the remark in
this fashion : "Just think, one half
of the semester remains. What an
opportunity for accomplishing".
Then at the end of the semester it
can be said, "The school term is
ended ; it doesn't seem possible."
Normally the last half does yield
the most and the best. However, if
you do not apply yourself during
the first part of the semester, it is
highly probable that you will do
no more during the last part. There
is joy in working a little harder
when the reward comes back two-
fold.
Education - Its Relation to
Society
Despite the fact that there is a
growing feeling that we should
come to college because it is the
thing to do, a college education is
still invaluable to those who want
it and who know how to get it.
Quite often college instruction is
uninteresting because the courses
which are offered are not changed
to keep pace with our constantly
changing living conditions.
T h e ideal college education
would be one in which the student
would develop the faculties, emo-
tions, and the intellectual powers
which he will be using when his
college days remain but a memory.
He would develop these powers by
taking subjects which have been
found to serve this purpose, re-
gardless of whether or not he
would use these subjects in after-
life. It is for this reason that
changing, with the result that it
education has changed and is
is improving.
We now consider the primary
purpose of an education to be a
proper and liberal training for
citizenship so that the student be-
comes conscious of his responsibil-
ities toward society. The country
needs, and will continue to need in
the years to come, men who think
independently and who can, there-
fore, justly criticize the past in
planning the future.
Education is far from being one-
hundred per cent efficient, and it
is not a solution for all of our prob-
lems, but it is a means of creating
men who are capable of relying on
their judgments. If political de-
mocracy is to be strengthened and
if economic democracy is to come
into being, surely it can come about
only through the influence of
educated men who can think
clearly.
The Student Lounge
The editor wishes to correct any
false impressions which the read-
ers of the Technic may have con-
cerning the origin of the student
lounge.
The redecorating and furnishing
of the lounge entailed a tremen-
dous expense, and no club or or-
ganization on the campus could
have paid the bill. Therefore, it
should be known that Rose Poly-
technic Institute itself financed
the lounge. It is true that Blue Key
and possibly some other organiza-
tions have contributed to this
fund, but their contributions have
been very small when compared to
the amount paid by the school.
It was stated in a previous issue
of the Technic that Blue Key
sponsored the student lounge. By
this statement was meant that it
was largely through the influence
of Blue Key Fraternity that the
need for such a recreation room
was recognized.
We have enjoyed the advantages
of this new student lounge for
more than two months, and we are
grateful to the school for it. In
general, the students are cooperat-
ing in the attempt to maintain the
neat appearance of the lounge
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"Assets in the making"
THE work of Bell Telephone Laboratories might well be called "assets in themaking." It deals with many problems whose solution will be of great future
value to telephone users. G. The truth of this statement is indicated by improvements
already developed and now in daily use. The convenient handset telephone, the dial
system, new magnetic alloys, overseas and ship-
to-shore radio telephony are just a few examples.
G. Today more than 4000 men and women are
carrying on this work to make tomorrow's tele-
phone service still better.
BELL
Why not telephone home at least
once each week ? For lowest rates
to most points, call station-to-station
after 7 P.M. daily, or any time Sunday
TELEPHONE SYSTEM










Edward D. Frohman, '94, died
suddenly from a heart attack on
board the Cunard-White Star liner
Franconia in the harbor of Bom-
bay, India. A cablegram telling of
his death was received Feb. 29
from Mrs. Blanche Bloch, a sister
of Mr. Frohman. Mr. Frohman and
Mrs. Bloch had been on a world
cruise together since last Decem-
ber.
Mr. Frohman was born in Cin-
cinnati and received his early edu-
cation in Cincinnati schools. He
was graduated from Rose in 1894
from the Chemical Engineering
Department.
After his graduation he became
a partner in the S. Obermayer
Company, foundry supplies manu-
facturers. Until about fifteen years
ago he represented the firm at its
Cincinnati office. Then he became
Vice President and General Man-
ager of the firm and took charge
of the firm's works at Pittsburgh.
He acted in this capacity until the
time of his death.
Mr. Frohman was a noted and
very active alumnus of Rose. He
played an important role in
the Rose Tech Clubs of Cin-
cinnati and Pittsburgh. During the
year 1934, he was the President of
the Alumni Association, and was
elected Chairman of the Scholar-
ship Committee of the Pittsburgh
Rose Tech Club for the present
year.
Mr. Frohman was widely known
as a collector and expert on rare
books and first editions, and was
the author of several books on the




Merton Scharenberg, m.e., '38
In accordance with the Indian
law, Mr. Frohman's body was
cremated at Bombay.
Obituary
John W. Chinn of New York
City died suddenly on Feb. 7, 1936,
after an operation for appendicitis.
He is survived by the widow, one
son, two sisters, and two brothers,
one of whom is Professor H. N.
Chinn of Rose.
Mr. Chinn graduated from the
Department of Mechanical Engi-
neering in the Class of 1930, and
had been a member of the Tech-
nical Staff of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in New York City for
the past several years. His recent
work included research and perfec-
tion of hearing aids for the deaf,
and he had made many improve-
ments in this field prior to his un-
timely death.
Marriages
The marriage of Mr. William
Bachelor of East Chicago and Miss
Lena Piccolin of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
was announced recently. They
were married in Brazil, Ind.,
and will make their home in Ham-
mond, Ind.
Mr. Bachelor graduated from
Rose in 1933, and since that time
has been connected with the In-
land Steel Corporation of East
Chicago.
Alfred E. Hilgeman and Laura
Price were married a short time
ago at Muskegon, Mich. Carl
Price, '35, was best man at the
ceremony.
Mr. Hilgeman was a member of
the class of 1933, in the depart-
ment of Mechanical Engineering.
He occupies the position of Assist-
John B. Hunley has pre-
sented to the Institute a
pamphlet written by
himself on "Impact in Steel Rail-
way Bridges of Simple Span."
This pamphlet was published as a
bulletin of the American Railway
Engineering Association.
ant to Chief Chemist of the United
Electric Coal Companies, DuQuoin,
Flere and There with the Grads
'03
'07
A. D. Schofield is Engi-
neer for the Board of
Control of State Elee-
mosynary Institutions, State of
Georgia. His headquarters are at
the State Hospital, Milledsville,
Ga.
W. Scott Mace has add-
ed the manufacture of
color cards to the print-
ing arm, Western Press, with
which he is affiliated.
Sidney J. Reibel is Con-
veyor Engineer for Me-
chanical Handling Sys-
tems Inc. of Detroit.
H. L. Mitchell has be-
come a Plant Operator
and Junior Foreman for
the Standard Gasoline Company, a
subsidiary of the Standard Oil
Company of California.
,24
 Daniel E. Bundy recent-
ly completed ten years of
service in the employ of
the Los Angeles Department of
Power and Water.
Homer E. Holmes has a
position in the Meter
Testing Laboratory of
the City of Los Angeles Bureau of
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L. Stewart has accepted
a position with the Indi-
ana Wood Preserving
Company of Terre Haute.
'31
Stephen P. Cauley is
Research Engineer with
the Wadham Oil Com-
pany of Whiting, Ind.
Howard A. Staderman is Assist-




Albert L. James is now
Assistant Chemical En-
gineer in the Refinery
Technology Division of the Gulf
Refining Company at Philadelphia.
Robert; W. Self is Safety Engi-
neer with the Fidelty and Casualty




Cincinnati Rose Tech Club
Holds Meeting
On Saturday, Jan. 25, 1936, the
Cincinnati Rose Tech Club met for
a luncheon and meeting at the Cin-
cinnati Club. Dr. Prentice was
present as the representative of
Rose. He delivered a very interest-
ing speech on conditions at Rose
and the many problem3 con-
fronting the school today. Dur-
ing the course of the meeting, mov-
ing pictures were shown of the
graduation festivities of 1929, and
an election of officers was held.
Lester J. Backman, '17, was elect-
ed President, and William L. Hillis,
'27, was elected Secretary-Treas-
urer.
Following is a list of the alumni
who attended the meeting: Harry
W. Knox, '17 ; Fred L. Townley,
'00 ; Fred G. Brachmann, '98 ; J. B.
Hunley, '03 ; Carl J. Kiefer, '03 ;
Leonard F. Quinlan, '23 ; Wayne
O. Motz, '25 ; William L. Hillis,
'27 ; Robert F. Laggart, '28 ; Harry
J. Loving, '31 ; Donald M. Hubbara,
'12 ; Frank H. Wente, '12 ; Davis
Levi, '13 ; Edwin S. Flarsheim,
'16; Lester J. Backman, '17 ; John
W. Bolton, '18 ; Norman A. Rus-












"THE BEST FOR LESS"
329 Omo ST. 901-3 WABASH AVE.
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ALUMNI!!
subscribed for the 1936 Modulus?
This year's edition will be especially
interesting to Alumni
information write in care of Modulus, Rose
Polytechnic Institute Terre Haute,
Price S2.50 per copy
Ind.
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Code Lessons
During the past few weeks, Mr.
Hunter has been conducting
lessons in the reception of the in-
ternational code, which is used in
radio communication. Mr. Hunter
has conducted similar lessons for
the past several winters. The re-
sponse this year was larger than
ever before, as was evidenced by
the fact that 118 letters were re-
ceived from radio fans in ten
states, not including Indiana. The
states from which letters were re-
ceived are Indiana, Illinois, Ohio,
Michigan, Kentucky, New York,
South Carolina, Missouri, Wiscon-
sin, Louisiana, and Iowa.
'Mr. Hunter's transmitter is lo-
cated in the Physics Department
and is remotely controlled from his
home in the Edgewood apartments.
The transmitter has an input of
about 400 watts and is operated in
the 160 meter amateur 'phone
band.
Rose President Honored
Dr. Donald B. Prentice has been
selected to serve on the accrediting
committee of Engineers' Council
on Professional Development.
President Compton of Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology is the
chairman of the committee. it is
the duty of the committee to in-
spect courses of instruction and
equipment of engineering schools
throughout the country, and to ac-
credit or reject institutions on the
basis of the inspections. Dr.
Prentice is assigned to schools in
the north central states. At this
time the committee is at work on
institutions located in New Eng-
land, but the inspection of technical
schools in the middle west will
probably begin next fall. Rose is
fully accredited as a degree grant-
ing institution by the Association
of American Universities, the
Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching, the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools, and the
University of the State of New
York.
R .0.T .C. Appointments
The appointments of cadet
officers and cadet non-commis-
sioned Officers in the Engineer
R. O. T. C. Battalion were an-
nounced on February fourteenth
by the Professor of Military Sci-
ence and Tactics. As has been the
custom in the past, during the fall
term the seniors were rotated in
the positions of command as
officers, the juniors in positions of
sergeants, and the sophomores in
the positions of corporals, and at
the beginning of the spring term
permanent appointments were
made. The appointments are based






show during the fall term. This
year the choice of Cadet Major
and Cadet Adjutant and the desig-
nation of company commanders
have been deferred until a later
date. The Cadet Major will be se-
lected from the two Cadet Cap-
tains, who will rotate in command
of the battalion. The company com-
manders will be selected from the
group of Cadet First Lieutenants.
The appointments which were
made are as follows : Cadet Cap-
tains, William E. Kasameyer, and
James W. Campbell ; Cadet First
Lieutenants, Paul D. Bennett,
Harry E. Garmong, William R.
Creal, Louis Duenweg, Warren S.
Sentman, C. Daniel Overholser,
and Joseph H. Walker ; Cadet First
Sergeants, Robert A. Averitt, and
James A. Hughes ; Cadet Staff
Sergeants, Edd. A. Coons, John B.
Stineman, Walter R. Snedeker,
and Lawrence B. Carroll ; Cadet
Sergeants, Clyde E. Cromwell,
Earl T. Cromwell, Alden B. Foley,
Paul E. Giffel, Harry J. Halber-
stadt, John E. Sonnefield, and
Thomas N. Wells ; Cadet Corporals,
Wayne E. Alexander, Kenneth L.
Buis, Charles E. Cantwell, Wendell
E. Carroll, Robert W. Dispennett,
Edward H. Eckerman, Lawrence
J. Giacoletta, J. Allan Greenland,
John R. Hayes, George A. Ney-
house, Robert E. Pearce, Andrevv-
C. Reynolds, Merton B. Scharen-
berg, William Serban, Jack F.
Shake, Max L. Stanfield, Charles
Van Treese, Ralph A. White, Nor-
man G. Wittenbrock, and William
D. Wolf ; Cadet Lance Corporals,
Richard E. Dennis, Joseph A.
Dillahunt, Jon F. Fesler, John B.
Hunter, John E. Lindeman, Clem-
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ens W. Lundgren, Ora E. Meyers,
Adam H. Romeiser. William G.
Staley, William L. Taylor, John F.
Weinbrecht, and Gail N. Wright.
Rose Show
Work on the Rose Show is pro-
gressing rapidly. The students
have either selected their work for
the show or they have been as-
signed to some project. The fol-
lowing men have been appointed
to serve on the general committee :
Martin Long, power and lighting ;
Robert Marks, placards and
signs ; William Lindeman, guides ;
Warren Sentman, publicity ; John
B. West, programs ; Richard Spain,
tickets and souvenirs ; Warrant
Officer Kearns and shop force,
parking. The members of the gen-
eral committee will act as chair-
men of their respective committees.
Each committee will be made up of
several students who will be select-
ed later. There will be very few
commercial exhibits in the show
so that it will be almost entirely a
student display.
Glee Club
The Glee Club has begun its con-
cert season. The club has sung pro-
grams at the Maple Avenue Meth-
odist church, at a student assembly
at Gerstmeyer Technical High
School, at the Shrine Temple, at
Hotel Deming, and in Paris, Illi-
nois. At a recent assembly the
members sang for the Rose student
body. Miss Dorothy McCullough,
colorature soprano, appeared with
the club on all of the programs.
Plans are being made for a spring
concert to be held at the Shrine
Temple, and the club is relying on
the support of the student body to
make this concert a success.
Auditions for next year's club
will be held soon ; all students in-
terested in joining the Glee Club
are urged to try out at this time.
Assembly Program
Mr. Don L. Stiver was the speak-
er at a recent assembly. Mr. Stiver
is the director of public safety for
the State of Indiana. In his talk
he discussed the organization of
the, State Department of Public
Safety. This department includes
the State Police Department, the
State Fire Marshal's Department,
and the Bureau of Criminal Identi-
fication. Mr. Stiver also discussed
the problem of the mounting toll
of automobile accidents. He em-
phasized the fact that the solution
of this problem depends on the co-
operation of the automobile drivers
themselves.
A .S.M.E.
The Rose student branch of the
American Society of Mechanical
Enginers met recently to hear the
competition for choosing the Rose
representative to the annual A. S.
M. E. meeting at Chicago in April.
The representative selected was J.
Robert Marks, who read a very
good paper on "Designing for Ap-
pearance". Other papers were sub-
mitted by Warren S. Sentman and
Raymond J. Harrod. Sentman's
subject was "Air Conditioning",
and Harrod's subject was "Some
Phases of Transportation". This
meeting was attended by the
juniors and seniors in mechanical
engineering and the faculty mem-
bers of the mechanical engineer-
ing department. Charles E. Mac-
Donald is the chairman of the Rose
student branch of the society, and
'William E. Kasameyer is chairman
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CROWN HAT SHOP
Student Handbook Stafl
The appointments for the staff
of the student handbook for next
year were announced by Paul H.
McKee, president of the student
council. The members of the staff
are Robert A. Averitt, editor, and
Thomas N. Wells and Rhiman
Rotz, assistant editors. The Rose
Handbook is a small volume which
is presented to the student when
he registers. The handbook con-
tains information concerning
school rulings, student organiza-
tions, and student activities. Each
year three men are appointed to
edit the book for the next year.
BOWLES & STAFFORD
"REBUILDERS OF SHOES"
Free Delivery to Dormitory
108 North Seventh St.
Call C-1654
HEINL'S
We can take good care of all
your flower needs.
FRED G. HEINL




For Men Represent the
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Making and the Price is










THE LZ-129, the new German
I airliner, was scheduled to be
finished last month. This giant
lighter-than-air ship w a s con-
structed at Friedrichshafen. The
ship has a volume of 7,000,000 cu.
ft., which is 500,000 cu. ft. more
than the volume of the Akron or
Macon, and almost twice as large
as the Graf Zepplin. Its length is
815 feet.
Five fuel-oil Diesel engines with
a total output of 4,200 hp. will give
the new ship a top speed of 85
mph. Much of this increase in
speed is due to reduction in wind
resistance.
An aluminum alloy much like
that developed by the Goodyear
Corporation is used for the entire
framework. The gas cells are made
from a single layer of sheet cel-
lulose material. The outside cover
is painted with a special aluminum
paint which has high reflectivity.
The Lincoln-Zephyr Body
Without modern developments
in welding, the new type of body
construction used in the Lincoln-
Zephyr would hardly be possible.
The entire body which is made of
nearly 300 pieces of metal, is weld-
ed into a one-piece structure. Near-
ly all types of welding are used in
building up the three principal
units, namely, the floor section,
front section, and rear and in
welding these three units together.
The steel roof is welded to the rear
section.
The structural loads are carried
in the body itself since no chassis
is used. Therefore all parts must
be permanently and rigidly at-
tached. Approximately 3,800 welds
MARKS
are required with more than 3,400
of them made by portable resist-
ance welders. Arc welding is also
used, principally for tacking parts
together and for joining braces
and similar parts to channels. Thin
metal sections are welded with
oxyacetylene torches, which are
also used in filling seams.
Special butt welding machines
are used for long seams between
the top, and the front and rear sec-
tions. Panels in the rear section
are held in jigs and fused into one




Scientists and inventors have
agreed that the explosive system
of propelling planes has proved a
success. Two rocket plane flights
were made last month from Green-
wood Lake, N. Y. The rockets car-
ried 6,149 pieces of mail across the
New York state border.
The two 15-foot planes, which
dived across the line at tremendous
speeds, were propelled by liquid
oxygen and alcohol. Both ships
collapsed under the terrific pres-
sure. Many such flights have been
made in Europe.
The "Flying Flea"
The Pou de Ciel, built by a
French furniture manufacturer,
M. Henri Mignet, has created
quite a sensation in France and
England. More than 150 of these
tiny machines are flying in these
two countries. Building the Flying
Flea at home is both simple and
inexpensive, and even when fac-
tory built the sales price in Eng-







The plane has one large wing
above and a smaller lower wing
immediately behind the upper one.
The total wing area is 132 sq. ft.
The gross weight is about 650 lbs.
Total span is 19.9 feet, and the
overall length is 11.1 feet. With a
20 hp., two-cylinder, two-cycle en-
gine, a cruising speed of 62 mph. is
claimed. Take-off and landing can
be accomplished in short distances.
In the March issue of the Scien-
tific American some of the aerody-
namic properties and the possibili-
ties of this "flivver' plane are
brought out by Alexander Klemin
of the Daniel Guggenheim School
of Aeronautics.
There is no elevator. The front
wing is hinged at a point forward
of its quarter chord point, and its
center of pressure is constant and
ahead of the center of gravity.
From the upper wing two wires
run down to the control stick.
Since the center of pressure on the
wing is always behind the hinge,
it is always tending to rise and
push the stick forward. When the
pilot pulls back on the stick, the
mires tighten and the front wing
is pulled down to a higher angle
of attack. It then lifts more than
before and the nose of the machine
rises. To secure change in speed
it is not necessary to change the
whole attitude of the machine as
much as in the conventional air-
plane. The longitudinal control is
very good.
With a large rudder and large
dihedral angle, ailerons are un-
necessary. In making a turn to the
right, the plane skids to the left
under the action of centrifugal
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force, and then the dihedral causes
the plane to automatically bank
for the turn. It should be noted
that the stick controls both the
angle of incidence of the front
wing and the rudder, so that the
conventional rudder is eliminated.
The advantages of the plane
are : it is very inexpensive to build
and maintain, very handy, fairly
easy to learn to fly, with one con-
trol eliminated, and possesses only
moderate speed but good landing
and talke-off characteristics. It is
probably a quite satisfactory craft
for fair weather and short distance
flying.
Its, disadvantages are : not
enough speed for cross-country
work, a simple but not a positive
control system since neither turns
nor assures corrections against a
roll which will be clean, and any-
one who learns to fly on this ship
will have to start afresh on the
conventional airplane.
A New Metal
A newly found metal, 10 per cent
lighter in weight than any previ-
ously known and lighter even than
some solidified gases, has been
shown for the first time by scien-
tists of the New York Electrical
society.
The new metal is "Lithium Six",
extracted from ordinary lithium
at the Bartol Research Foundation.
The name "Lithium Six" means
that this metal is the isotope of
lithium having an atomic weight
of six. The other isotope has a
weight of seven, and the combina-
tion of the two, which forms ordi-
nary lithium, has a weight of
6.940.
Dr. W. F. G. Swann, director of
the Foundation, states that the
machine extracts it at an electrical
power cost of about $5500 a pound.
At present the new metal is
worthless from a practical view-
point, but the potential field it
opens is regarded as enormous.
Solar Furnaces
Many attempts have been made
to utilize the enormous amount of
energy coming from the sun. Per-
haps the latest attempt is that of
H. E. McCoy of Los Angeles. He
has developed a solar furnace in
which a temperature of over 4000
degrees Fahrenheit can be at-
tained.
The apparatus consists of three
panels, each holding 20 curved
slabs of silvered window glass.
They tip up or down and run on a
circular track, following the sun's
path. The sun's rays are aimed
constantly on a fire brick oven. All
the sunlight striking the 60 square
feet of mirrors is concentrated on
a small target, raising the temp-
erature of the target to approxi-
mately half of the surface temper-
ature of the sun itself. Tungsten
carbide can be melted, proving that
the temperature is well over 4000
deg. F.
The inventor claims great possi-
bilities for such a device. He says
that an installation eight times as
large as the one he has now would
be able to generate electricity in
an amount equivalent to that re-
quired in lighting a city of 80,000
population. He also says that an
ore smelting plant can be built for
$25,000 which will have the same
capacity as the present $100,000
smelters. Undertakers are already
consulting the inventor on the
possibility of using the device for
cremation of bodies, based on their
belief that cremation by sunlight
has a certain poetic appeal.
The BEST is always the
CHEAPEST
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Rose vs. Anderson
On Feb. 14, the Rose basketball
squad avenged an early season de-
feat at the hands of Anderson with
a rousing victory by a 20 to 17
score. The score at the end of the
first half was 10 to 7, with the 10
belonging to the visitors. The Engi-
neers snapped out of it, however,
and bottled up the game with a
thrilling finish.
Byrd of the visitors, who usually
makes at least six or seven field
goals during the course of a game,
had to be content with only four
field goals in this game with the
Rose men. He scored three field
goals on Ladson in the opening
moments of the game. But the re-
mainder of his evening was spoiled
because Wolf, the "blond, terror",
clamped down on him and allowed
him to score only one more goal.
Points were well divided among
the players, but Smith and Mew-
hinney starred for the Engineers.
SPORTS
Edited by
Kenneth Buis, m.e., '38
In their first game with Ander-
son, the Engineers were beaten,
46 to 28 ; so therefdre this game




Ladson, f 2 1 0
Wolf. f 1 0 4
Kasameyer, f. 0 3 2
Eckerman, f. 0 0 0
Wodicka, c 1 1 3
Mewhinney, g  2 0 0
Smith, g 1 1 3
— —
Totals 7 6 14
Anderson— (17)
Frost, f. 1 1 3
Hall, f. 0 0 0
Fayerweather, f. 0 2 2
Gray, f. 0 0 1
Fulker, c. 1 0 4
Byrd, g 4 2 2
Pletcher, g. 0 0 3
McKinsey, g. 0 0 0
Totals 6 5 15
Coach Brown's Jinx
It seems that the Eastern Illinois
State Normal cagers from Charles-
ton are a true and everlasting jinx
to Coach Brown. In the last five
games Rose has had with E. I. E.
N. on the hardwood, Coach Brown
has been unable to direct the En-
gineers from the bench. Two
blizzards, two operations, and .a
case of the mumps have kept
Coach from getting to the games.
This time it was the mumps that
kept his record intact.
Dick Spain directed the Rose
squad during the absence of Coach
Brown.
On Feb. 24, Coach Brown took
the basketball squad on the longest
trip that any Rose team has ever
taken. They journeyed to Detroit,
and Tecumseh, Michigan. That
evening the Engineers played
Adrian College. On Feb. 25, the
Engineers played The Lawrence
Institute of Technology. While in
Detroit, the members of the squad
visited the Ford manufacturing
plant.
The Engineers split the bill in
these two games. They lost to
Adrian, but were successful in
their battle with Lawrence Tech.
In the Adrian game the score was
37 to 29, while in the game with
Lawrence Tech the score was 25
to 23. Adrian is considered one of
the best teams in its league, and is
scheduled to play off a tie with an-
other team in the league for the
championship of that league.
The Engineers have improved
considerably since their last home
game. In these two games with
the northern schools, the Rose
cagers looked much better than
they have in previous games.
The members of the squad who
went on the trip were : Eckerman.
Kasameyer, Ladson, Wolf, Wodic-
ka, Mewhinney, Smith, Hufford,
White, and McKee.
Rose vs. Adrian
Mewhinney and Ladson tied for
high scoring honors, each ac-
counted for five points. Mewhinney
made one field goal and three foul
shots, while Ladson made two field
goals and one foul shot. It seems
that Williams and Mountain were
too tall for the Engineers and con-
trolled the ball on the tip and under
the basket.




Williams, f. 5 1 1
Rymal, f. 0 1 1
Cottrell, f. 4 1 0
Mountain, c  3 0 1
Hoben, g. 2 0 2
Gillies, g. 1 0 3
Woerner. g. 1 2 1
Totals 16 5 9
Rose Poly— (29)
F.G. F.T. P.F.
Eckerman, f. 0 0 0
Kasameyer, f.  2 0 0
Ladson, f. 2 1 2
Wolf, f. 1 1 3
Wodicka, c. 2 0 0
Mewhinney, g  1 3 1
Smith, g 2 0 4
Hufford, g. 2 0 0
Totals 12 5 10
Rose vs. Lawrence Tech
The Rose cagers were more suc-
cessful in this encounter. Rose led
at the half, the score being 15 to
13. Scoring honors went to Me-
whinney, who accounted for seven
points. He made three field goals




Eckerman, f. 1 1 3
Kasameyer, f 1 0 1
Ladson, f 0 4 2
Wolf, f. 0 1 3
Wodicka, c 1 1 2
Mewhinney, g 3 1 1
Smith, g 1 1 3
Hufford, g 1 0 0
Totals 8 9 15
Lawrence Tech— (23)
F.G. F.T. P.F.
Butzier, f 0 0 0
Baby, f 1 0 2
McCoy, f 1 2 3
Bendchowski, f 0 0 1
Kamm, c 1 1 0
Jelsh, g 3 2 1
Linder, g 2 2 3
Chapman, g 0 0 0
Totals 8 7 10
VIQUESNEY'S
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Alpha T au Omega
An open house
was held on Feb-
ruary 15 in honor
of the new pledges.
The house w a s
decorated in the
fraternity colors
azure and gold. The chaperons
were Doctor and Mrs. Sousley and
Professor and Mrs. Wischmeyer.
On March 9, the State Banquet,
followed by a formal dance, was
held at the Lincoln Hotel in Indi-
anapolis. Members and alumni at-
tended from the four chapters :
Indiana Gamma Omicron at Pur-
due University, Indiana Delta
Alpha at the University of Indiana,
Indiana Delta Rho at DePauw Uni-
versity, and Indiana Gamma Gam-
ma at Rose Polytechnic Institute.
The speaker for the banquet was
Dr. Howard of St. Louis. Jack
Foulkes, an alumnus of Gamma
Gamma chapter, was the toast-
master.
T h e chaperons representing
Gamma Gamma chapter were Pro-
fessor and Mrs. Gray and Pro-
fessor and Mrs. Wischmeyer.
FRATERNITIES
Tau Nu Tau
On the evening of Feb-
ruary 29, Tau Nu Tau
Military Fraternity had
a formal dance in the
main dining room of the
T err e Haute House.
Wayne McIntyre and his





Captain Stevenson and Lieuten-
ant Hawkins were chaperons. Dr.
and Mrs. Prentice, and Warrant
Officer and Mrs. Kearns were
guests of the chapter for the even-
ing. Several students who are not
members of Tau Nu Tau were in-
vited as guests of individual mem-





On March 11, the chapter at-
tended a joint banquet with the
Terre Haute Alumni association at
the Elks Club in honor of the





dance was held at
the chapter house.
The dance was in
the form of an
engineers ball, the house being
decorated with engineering instru-
ments and the guests wearing
their school clothes. Chaperons for
the dance were Lieutenant and
Mrs. Hawkins, Miss Helen Mahley,
and Mr. Karl Spangenberg.
Beta Upsilon is pleased to
announce the pledging of Paul
Stark, whose name was omitted in
the last issue.
During the past month the
chapter was visited by several
alumni, including Frank DeWitt
of Louisville and Earl Butler, who
is with the Tennessee Valley
Authority at Norris, Tennessee.





477 al academic fra-
ternity, concluded
a very successful
rushing campaign with a smoker
at the new chapter house, 305
North Fifteenth Street. The even-
ing was spent in entertaining a
group of rushees. Indiana Gamma
is very happy to announce the
pledging of Claude Allen, Willis
Lucas, Frances Marasco, Chancel-
lor Montgomery, Victor Peterson,
William Powell, Stephen Rozgony,
Robert Schilling, Oscar Tonetti,
Robert Underwood, Roy Warren,
Randall Wise, and John Yaw, and
to welcome these men as pledge
brothers.
Edwin Markham, famous poet
and lecturer, who is a member of
Florida Alpha, Theta Kappa Nu,
spent the afternoon of Wednesday,
February 5, at the chapter house.
He very kindly read to us from a
collection of his poems and told us
the story that prompted him to
write one of his best poems. As an
added favor he autographed sever-
al books for the house.
The new pledges, alumni, and
the active members were enter-
tained at a general get-acquainted
meeting on Friday, February 7.
After the meeting a committee
consisting o f brothers Serban,
Shake, and Staley served a de-
licious chili supper.
On Sunday, February 16, the
annual pledge banquet was served
by the mother's club. Immediately
preceding the banquet thirteen
men received the pledge degree,
and Brothers Serban, Hunt, and
Newton were initiated into the
active chapter.
Theta Kappa Nu held an open
house on the evening of Friday,
February 21, in the form of a
Monte Carlo party. Chaperons
were Professor and Mrs. Child,
and Professor and Mrs. Stock.
Thirty couples spent an enjoyable
evening gambling with large sums
of paper money. Prizes were
awarded to the couples winning
and losing the most.
The regular meeting night has
been changed to Thursday at 7 :30
P. M. Attendance of pledges is re-
quired at all meetings.
BIGGS BROS,
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
Sport Charms and Medals
Fraternity Pins and Rings
B-8705
33 South 5th St.
Terre Haute, Ind.





On April 23, 24, and 25 Rose Poly-
technic Institute will welcome all Friends of
the college at the filth Rose Show. The
students will again demonstrate their ingen-
uity and resourcefulness with scientific and
technical exhibits illustrating principles and
applications in engineering. Humorous as
well as serious, startling as well as intricate
the wide variety of displays will provide
a Full evening or entertainment.
Doors open each evening at 7
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
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HUMOR
LITTLE AUDREY
Little Audrey and her mother
went to Ethiopia last month. While
they were there an Italian bomb
hit little Audrey's mother on the
head. But little Audrey just laffed'
and laffed' cause she knew that
Italian Balm was good for the
skin.
L. Davis : "I don't see what
keeps the girls from freezing."
E. Spahr : "You aren't supposed
to."
Blount : "Has she proposed mar-
riage yet, Bill?"
Creal : "No, but she's always
persuading me to stay around till
the oui small hours of the morn-
ing."
"How did you know you needed
a shave?"
"A little beard told me."
Doctor : "Now if you have weak
eyes tell me how many lines you
can read on that chart on the wall."
Patient : "What chart, Doc?"
Hufford : "I had been in the
hospital only three days when
complications set in."
Garmong : " What happened,
Jim?"
Hufford : "The day nurse caught




Sentman : "Now, Adair, I want
you to stay away from that girl.
She has kissed every son of a gun
in this town."
Adair : "Well I'll be a son of a
gun !"
"Where have you been during
the last three dances?"
"Jimmy was showing me some
new steps."
"Were they very hard?"
"No, we took some cushions
along."
Teacher : "What is wrong with
this sentence? 'The horse and the
cow is in the lot'."
Horace : "You should always
name the lady first."
Passenger : (to Irish cook on
ship) "Tell me, sir, are you the
mate on this ship?"
Irish cook : "Shure, and I'm not.
I am the man that cooks the mate."
—W. R. Redcat
He : "Where is the best place to
hold the world's fair?"
Wise Guy : "Around the waist."
He : "I'm getting a new siren
for my car."
She: "Does that mean we're
through?"
—Annapolis Log
A teacher was correcting a boy
who said "I ain't going there."
"That's no way to talk. Listen.
I am not going there ; you are not
going there ; he is not going there ;
we are not going there ; they are
not going there. Do you get the
idea ?"
"Yes, ma'am. They ain't nobody
going there."
Gal : "Would you rescue a girl
in distress?"
Life Guard : "That's not a dress.
That is a bathing suit."
—Screen Fun
Dope : "How did you bet on the
last race?"
Ster : "I bet even money."
Dope : "Huh, I bet even my shirt
and pants !"
Roll 'ern, and Weep!
Jim : "I lost all of my money in
a crap game last night."
Joe : "Maybe the dice were
loaded !"
Jim : "No, but I sure was !"
Neighbor Brown : "Do you know
that Jones has eleven children?"
Neighbor Smith : "He's gone
stork mad, hasn't he?"
—Deltasig.
A young man by the name of C.
Glotz : "Pardon me but is your H. Fore was arrested recently in
name Joe Glotz?" Los Angeles on a charge of intoxi-
"Son, I hear you have been Clutz : "No, why?" 
cation. Every oil chemist will
traveling a very different path of Glotz : "Then get out of my 
top- recognize CH, as one of the satu-
late. Is that straight?" coat, I'm going home !" 
rated series.










In heated arguments of this kind, the color analyzer
is the court of last resort. Recording photoelectric
spectrophotometer is the official name of this device,
which was recently exhibited at a scientific meeting
at St. Louis. It recognizes an infinite variety of hues
and shades; it distinguishes differences in color too
slight for human eyes to detect; it automatically
records the exact color prescription.
The spectrophotometer is proving especially useful
for standardizing the color specifications of inks,
dyes, paints, paper, and textiles. It makes obsolete
such vague descriptive names as blue-black, blue-
white, and yellow-green, and substitutes carefully
drawn graphs extending over the whole visible spec-
trum. The operation of the device, which is auto-
matic, depends upon an ingenious combination of
a phototube and thyratron tubes with a precise
optical system.
The previous method of making exact color measure-
ments required hundreds of tiresome readings and
consumed most of a day. The recording spectro-
photometer produces a curve of comparable accuracy
in three minutes.
DIG HERE
In the old days, a mysterious individual, called a
dowser, with a forked devining rod of witch hazel,
used to be called in to locate lost articles buried in
the earth. A new magnetic detector, recently de-
veloped in the General Engineering Laboratory of
the General Electric Company, is now substituting
science for magic and hocus-pocus. With uncanny
accuracy, it is tracking down lost pipe lines.
Water and gas pipes are often lost because old
surveys are inaccurate or because records have been
destroyed. Digging up a whole street, in order to find
a missing pipe line, is expensive business. The new
detector has solved this problem by successfully
locating pipes laid 40 years ago--pipes buried
as much as seven feet below the surface. In one
case, pipes were found fully 100 feet from their
supposed rocation, and the detector spotted them
within one diameter of the pipe.
NEW LIGHT ON THE MIDDLE AGES
Medieval ecclesiastics would cry "Witchcraft!"
could they see the cathedral at Burgos, Spain,
tonight. Carefully wrought details of architecture
and ornamental carving, never before clearly seen
in all their seven hundred years, now stand forth in
bold relief. The thirteenth-century Gothic struc-
ture glows, for two hours each night, in the light of a
battery of modern General Electric floodlights.
Burgos was, for centuries, the capital of Old Castile,
the kingdom of that Queen Isabella who offered to
pawn her jewels to finance Columbus' momentous
voyage to America. Now, after 444 years, American
lighting equipment returns to add luster to what was
one of the most important of Isabella's posses-
sions.
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